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The 
DMP package debut again! This time to pay tribute to MJ sixth NBA Championship will be the 98 season for inspiration, 97- Air
Jordan on foot 13 and Air Jordan 14 to include them, bring special packaging to create Air Jordan 13/14 DMP Pack! 

Air Jordan 13 platinum to dress up, relaxed and dignified and gorgeous, familiar with the upper Panther eye instead of the traditional,
classic 23 words to replace the 98 laser, the tongue is arranged in the two incentive phrase "They can't Win" & "Until We Quit"
instead of the conventional standard shoes, highlighting the unique atmosphere of Defining Moments! 

Air Jordan 14 is shown with the black people, always have inherited high quality leather into dazzling gold embellishment, under calm
color, and create delicate and luxurious feel! Followed by the 23 words the same 98 font substitution, echoing the title theme! 

will be officially on sale in June 14th, China district will also be in the same period the shelves, the sale price of $3999 RMB! Although
the price is not low, but the gorgeous appearance and exquisite details of the heart, probably worth your attention! 

Air Jordan 13/14 DMP Pack

number: 897563-900

release date: June 14th 

price: $3999 RMB

University of North Carolina School won sixth times after the arrival of the AJ11 North Carolina color engraved. 

Air Jordan 11 is a symbol of glory, the glory and the champion, 1996 Michael · Jordan wore it won the occupation career
Championship fourth times, then laid the AJ11 basketball shoes history "shoe king" status, so last year and this year, platinum and
gold color of North Carolina blue color is the symbol of the champion. In the last year, there are also many university of North Carolina
Air Jordan is the theme of the generation stage, such as Air Jordan 2 and Air Jordan 9 low color, have launched a North Carolina
blue, then Jordan brands are actively promoting the University of North Carolina but helpless in a gilded signboard, they NCAA finals
by dimensional paranova University lore, come to grief defeat. 

but they came back this year, lost in two star Brice Johnson and the main · Marcus · Peggy's case is still well into Final Four, and
eventually won the sixth national history of the NCAA championship, the history, the Jordan brand is the brand of the University of
North Carolina with great confidence, decision the color of the Air Jordan of North Carolina launched 11 Low, set a good story like
that, the University of North Carolina to win the championship, with a pair of North Carolina blue AJ11 Low as to celebrate. 

for the first time in the form of patent launched low AJ11 dates back to 2001, the year will have the last Engraved White Red and
white North Carolina, is a very popular version. 

this year, North Carolina blue Air Jordan 11 Low engraved is undoubtedly exciting, because we once again usher in a pair of shoes
with retro nostalgia, walked into the campus, reliving the student.
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